
 
Aviator Training, Aviaizdat, Aviagrand and Aviaizdat Form the A11 Group 

July 2021 – Moscow, Russia – An Aviator Training Center (“Aviator Training”), an Aviaizdat, LLC 
company (“Aviaizdat”), an Aviagrand, LLC company (“Aviagrand”), and an Aviastaff, LLC company 
("Aviastaff") announce the formation of the A11 Group (“A11 Group”). This formation kicks off the 
start of creating new products in the field of aviation and business education, aviation 
documentation management, consulting, and continuous airworthiness. 

“With the group formation, we combine resources of participating companies in developing the 
innovative solutions for our clients, and providing them with further comprehensive support in 
overcoming challenges of the Global air transportation crisis“, said Vladislav Berlev, Director of 
Aviator Training and a head of the newly formed A11 Group. 

“Since 1960s Aviaizdat has been cooperating with various Russian civil aviation enterprises. Now 
we are glad to become a part of the A11 Group as it will facilitate the sharing of our knowledge 
and experience in the with the civil aviation enterprises. This will also increase the level of 
standardization and unification of aviation terminology, which will eventually help raising 
understanding and acceptance of documentation in the international arena”, said Liliya 
Zentsova, Director General of Aviaizdat. 

“During the pandemic time, it’s more than ever that we feel importance of the collaborative 
work to overcome the crisis and its consequences. We are pleased to supplement the 
experience of our colleagues from Aviator Training and Aviaizdat with the Aviagrand’s 
competencies”, said Alexander Goverdovsky, Executive Director of Aviagrand. 

“The personnel demand in aviation requires special attention especially when the combination 
of personnel’s knowledge, skills and attitude become crucial for companies to stay afloat. Being 
a part of the A11 Group, Aviastaff works for the benefit of aviation and has the goal of creating 
a pool of professionals who are interested in personal and professional development”, said 
Kristina Reva, Director General of Aviastaff. 

About Aviator Training Center 

Aviator Training Center was established in 2011. It provides technical training for majority of 
domestic and foreign-built aircraft platforms. Aviator Training is approved by the Russian Federal 
Air Transport Agency, by the Russian Ministry of Education and Science, by the European Aviation 
Safety Agency (EASA), and other international organizations. In December 2020 Aviator Training 
Center was accredited by the International Business Aviation Council (IBAC). 

About Aviaizdat, LLC 

Founded about 50 years ago, Aviaizdat, LLC is an expert in preparing and translating aviation 
technical and regulatory documentation. The company is experienced in preparation of the 
export technical documentation for aviation equipment, and in leading the aviation 
terminology consolidation. Aviaizdat, LLC is the official representative of ICAO since 1999. The 
company is a member of the Simplified Technical English Maintenance Group (STEMG). 

About Aviagrand, LLC 

Since 2011 Aviagrand, LLC provides certification, continuous airworthiness, design organization 
and aviation consulting services to airlines, maintenance organizations, leasing companies. 
Aviagrand is also a BCAA-approved CAMO. 

About Aviastaff, LLC 

Aviastaff is a newly founded recruiting agency, as well as an organization, which provides 
services in the HR field: talent acquisition and competency assessment of personnel for the 
needs of aviation enterprises. Aviastaff performs search, selection and assessment of the 
candidates as per the qualification requirements of the Customers.  

For further information, please, contact: info@a11.group. 
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